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ABSTRACT:
Investigated in this paper is the approximation in the ATC-40 nonlinear static procedure (NSP)
that the earthquake-induced deformation of an inelastic single-degree-of-freedom (SDF) system can be estimated
by an iterative method requiring analysis of a sequence of equivalent linear systems. Several deficiencies in the
ATC-40 Procedure A are demonstrated. This iterative procedure did not converge for some of the systems
analyzed. It converged in many cases, but to a deformation much different than dynamic (nonlinear response
history or inelastic design spectrum) analysis of the inelastic system. The ATC-40 Procedure B always gives a
unique value of deformation, same as that determined by Procedure A if it converged. These approximate
procedures underestimate significantly the deformation for a wide range of periods and ductility factors with
errors approaching 50%, implying that the estimated deformation is about half the "exact" value. Surprisingly,
the ATC-40 procedures are deficient relative to even the elastic design spectrum in the velocity-sensitive and
displacement-sensitive regions of the spectrum. For systems with a period in these regions, the peak deformation
of an inelastic system can be estimated from the elastic design spectrum using the well-known equal displacement
rule. However, the approximate procedure requires analyses of several equivalent linear systems and still pro
duces worse results.

INTRODUCTION

A major challenge to performance-based seismic design and
engineering of buildings is to develop simple, yet effective,
methods for designing, analyzing, and checking the design of
structures so that they reliably meet the selected performance
objectives. Needed are analysis procedures that are capable of
predicting the demands-forces and deformations-imposed
by earthquakes on structures more realistically than has been
done in building codes. In response to this need, simplified,
nonlinear analysis procedures have been incorporated in the
ATC-40 and FEMA-274 documents (ATC 1996; FEMA 1997)
to determine the displacement demand imposed on a building
expected to deform inelastically.
The nonlinear static procedure (NSP) in these documents is
based on the capacity spectrum method originally developed
by Freeman et al. (1975) and Freeman (1978). It consists of
the following steps:
I. Develop the relationship between base shear Vb and roof
(Nth floor) displacement UN [Fig. I (a)], commonly
known as the pushover curve.
2. Convert the pushover curve to a capacity diagram [Fig.
1(b)], where
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and mj = lumped mass at jth floor level; <!>j' = jth floor
element of the fundamental mode <!>,; N = number of
floors; and M'( = effective modal mass for the funda
mental vibration mode.
3. Convert the elastic response (or design) spectrum from
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the standard pseudoacceleration A versus natural period
Tn format to the A-D format, where D = deformation
spectrum ordinate [Fig. I(c)].
4. Plot the demand diagram and capacity diagram together
and determine the displacement demand [Fig. I(d)]. In
volved in this step are dynamic analyses of a sequence
of equivalent linear systems with successively updated
values of the natural vibration period Teq and equivalent
viscous damping ~eq (to be defined later).
5. Convert the displacement demand determined in Step 4
to global (roof) displacement and individual component
deformation and compare them to the limiting values for
the specified performance goals.
Approximations are implicit in the various steps of this sim
plified analysis of an inelastic multi-degree-of-freedom (MDF)
system. Implicit in Steps 1 and 2 is a lateral force distribution
assumed to be fixed and based only on the fundamental vi
bration mode of the elastic system; however, extensions to
account for higher mode effects have been proposed (Paret et
al. 1996). Implicit in Step 4 is the belief that the earthquake
induced deformation of an inelastic single-degree-of-freedom
(SDF) system can be estimated satisfactorily by an iterative
method requiring analysis of a sequence of equivalent linear
SDF systems, thus avoiding the dynamic analysis of the ine
lastic SDF system. The objective of this investigation is to
evaluate the accuracy of Step 4, a critical step, of the ATC-40
procedure.
EQUIVALENT LINEAR SYSTEMS

The earthquake response of inelastic systems can be esti
mated by approximate analytical methods in the which the
nonlinear system is replaced by an "equivalent" linear system.
Much of the fundamental work on equivalent linear systems
was accomplished over two decades ago (Hudson 1965; Jen
nings 1968; Iwan and Gates 1979). Now there is renewed in
terest in applications of equivalent linear systems for the de
sign of inelastic structures. For such applications, the secant
stiffness method (Jennings 1968) is being used in the capacity
spectrum method to check the adequacy of a structural design
[e.g., Freeman et al. (1975), Freeman (1978), Deierlein and
Hsieh (1990), Reinhorn et al. (1995)] and has been adapted to
develop the "nonlinear static procedure" in the ATC-40 report
(ATC 1996) and the FEMA-274 report (FEMA 1997).
The equivalent linear system based on the secant stiffness
is reviewed next. Consider an inelastic SDF system with bi
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FIG. 2. Inelastic SDF System: (a) Bilinear Force-Deformation
Relationship; (b) Equivalent Viscous Damping due to Hysteretic
Energy Dissipation
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where the energy dissipated in the inelastic system is given by
the area ED enclosed by the hysteresis loop [Fig. 2(b)]; and ES
= ksec u m2 /2 is the strain energy of the system with stiffness ksec
[Fig. 2(b)]. Substituting for ED and ES in (3) leads to

Demand Diagram

�eq =
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The total viscous damping of the equivalent linear system is
D

�ˆ eq = � � �eq

(d)
FIG. 1. Capacity Spectrum Method: (a) Development of Push
over Curve; (b) Conversion of Pushover Curve to Capacity Dia
gram; (c) Conversion of Elastic Response Spectrum from Stan
dard Format to A-D Format; and (d) Determination of
Displacement Demand

linear force-deformation relationship on initial loading [Fig.
2(a)]. The stiffness of the elastic branch is k and that of the
yielding branch is �k. The yield strength and yield displace
ment are denoted by fy and uy, respectively. If the peak (max
imum absolute) deformation of the inelastic system is um, the
ductility factor � = um /uy. For the bilinear system of Fig. 2(a),
the natural vibration period of the equivalent linear system
with stiffness equal to the secant stiffness ksec is
Teq = Tn

�

�
1 � �� � �

(2)

where Tn = natural vibration period of the system vibrating
within its linearly elastic range (u � uy).
The most common method for deﬁning equivalent viscous
damping is to equate the energy dissipated in a vibration cycle
of the inelastic system and of the equivalent linear system.
Based on this concept, it can be shown that the equivalent
viscous damping ratio is (Chopra 1995, Section 3.9)
�eq =

1 ED
4� ES

(3)

(5)

where � = viscous damping ratio of the bilinear system vi
brating within its linearly elastic range (u � uy). For elasto
plastic systems, � = 0 and (2) and (4) reduce to
Teq = Tn�� ;

�eq =

2 ��1
� �

(6a,b)

ATC-40 ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
Contained in the ATC-40 report are approximate analysis
procedures to estimate the earthquake-induced deformation of
an inelastic system. These procedures are approximate in the
sense that they avoid dynamic analysis of the inelastic system.
Instead, dynamic analyses of a sequence of equivalent linear
systems with successively updated values of Teq and �ˆ eq pro
vide a basis to estimate the deformation of the inelastic system;
Teq is determined by (2) but �ˆ eq by a modiﬁed version of (5)
�ˆ eq = � � ��eq

(7)

with �eq limited to 0.45. Although the basis for selecting this
upper limit on damping is not stated explicitly, ATC-40 states
that ‘‘The committee who developed these damping coefﬁ
cients concluded that spectra should not be reduced to this
extent at higher values and judgmentally . . . set an absolute
limit on . . . [0.05 � �eq] of about 50 percent.’’
The damping modiﬁcation factor �, based primarily on
judgment, depends on the hysteretic behavior of the system

1.2

4. Compute the equivalent damping ratio �ˆ eq from (7).
5. Plot the elastic demand diagram for �ˆ eq determined in
Step 4 and read off the displacement Dj where this dia
gram intersects the capacity diagram.
6. Check for convergence. If (Dj � Di) � Dj � tolerance
(=0.05), then the earthquake-induced deformation de
mand D = Dj. Otherwise, set Di = Dj (or another esti
mated value) and repeat Steps 3–6.
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FIG. 3. Variation of Damping Modiﬁcation Factor with Equiva
lent Viscous Damping

characterized by one of three types: Type A denotes hysteretic
behavior with stable, reasonably full hysteresis loops, whereas
Type C represents severely pinched and/or degraded loops;
and Type B denotes hysteretic behavior intermediate between
Types A and C. ATC-40 contains equations for � as a function
of �eq computed by (3) for the three types of hysteretic behav
ior. These equations, plotted in Fig. 3, were designed to ensure
that � does not exceed an upper limit, a requirement in addi
tion to the limit of 45% on �eq. ATC-40 states that ‘‘. . . they
represent the consensus opinion of the product development
team.’’ Concerned with bilinear systems, this paper will use
the � speciﬁed for Type A systems.
ATC-40 speciﬁes three different procedures to estimate the
earthquake-induced deformation demand, all based on the
same underlying principles but differing in implementation.
Procedures A and B are analytical and amenable to computer
implementation, whereas procedure C is graphical and most
suited for hand analysis. Designed to be the most direct ap
plication of the methodology, Procedure A is suggested to be
the best of the three procedures. The capacity diagram is as
sumed to be bilinear in Procedure B. The description of Pro
cedures A and B that follows is equivalent to that in the ATC
40 report except that it is specialized for bilinear systems.

The ATC-40 Procedure A is implemented to analyze systems
with the excitation speciﬁed by the elastic design spectrum of
Fig. 4, which is the median-plus-one-standard-deviation spec
trum constructed by the procedures of Newmark and Hall
(1982), as described in Chopra (1995, Section 6.9). This pro
cedure is used to compute the earthquake-induced deformation
of the six examples systems listed in Table 1. Considered are
two values of Tn (0.5 s in the acceleration-sensitive spectral
region and 1 s in the velocity-sensitive region) and three levels
of yield strength; � = 5% for all systems. The yield strength
for each system is determined from the constant ductility de
sign spectrum for the selected ductility factor (Table 1).
The procedure is implemented for System 5 (Table 1):
1. Implementation of Step 1 gives the 5%-damped elastic
demand diagram and capacity diagram in Fig. 5(a).
2. Assume Di = D(1.0, 5%) = 44.64 cm.
3. � = 44.64 � 11.16 = 4.
4. �eq = 0.637 � (4.0 � 1) � 4.0 = 0.48; instead, use the
maximum allowable value 0.45. For �eq = 0.45 and Type
A systems (Fig. 3), � = 0.77 and �ˆ eq = � � ��eq = 0.05
� 0.77 � 0.45 = 0.397.
5. The elastic demand diagram for 39.7% damping inter
sects the capacity diagram at Dj = 28.18 cm [Fig. 5(a)].
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This procedure in the ATC-40 report is described herein as
a sequence of steps:
1. Plot the force-deformation diagram and the 5%-damped
elastic response (or design) diagram, both in the A-D
format to obtain the capacity diagram, and 5%-damped
elastic demand diagram, respectively.
2. Estimate the peak deformation demand Di and determine
the corresponding pseudoacceleration Ai from the capac
ity diagram. Initially, assume Di = D(Tn, � = 5%), deter
mined for period Tn from the elastic demand diagram.
3. Compute ductility � = Di � uy.
TABLE 1.
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Properties and Results from ATC-40 Procedure B Analysis of Six Systems for Design Spectrum
System Properties

System
(1)

Tn
(s)
(2)

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.5
0.5
0.5
1
1
1

System Response

fy � w
(3)

uy
(cm)
(4)

�
(5)

Dspectrum
(6)

Dapprox
(7)

Discrepancy
(%)
(8)

0.5995
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1.5624
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9.6962
7.4403
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6
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FIG. 5. Application of ATC-40 Procedure A to Example 5 for Elastic Design Spectrum: (a) Iterative Procedure; (b) Convergence Be
havior (NH � Newmark-Hall)
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FIG. 6. Application of ATC-40 Procedure A to System 6 for Elastic Design Spectrum: (a) Iterative Procedure; (b) Convergence Behav
ior (NH � Newmark-Hall)

6. 100 � (Dj � Di) � Dj = 100 � (28.18 � 44.64) �
28.18 = �58.4% > 5% tolerance. Set Di = 28.18 cm and
repeat Steps 3–6.
For the second iteration, Di = 28.18 cm, � = 28.18 � 11.16
= 2.52, �eq = 0.637 � (2.52 �1) � 2.52 = 0.38, � = 0.84, and
�ˆ eq = 0.37. The intersection point Dj = 31.55 cm, and the dif
ference between Di and Dj is 10.7%, which is greater than the
5% tolerance. Therefore, additional iterations are required; re
sults of these iterations are summarized in Chopra and Goel
(1999). The deformation demand at the end of the iteration
process is Dj = 30.44 cm.
Determined directly from the inelastic design spectrum,
constructed by the procedures of Newmark and Hall (1982) as
described in Chopra (1995, Section 7.10), the ‘‘reference’’
value of deformation is Dspectrum = 44.64 cm and the discrep
ancy = 100 � (30.44 � 44.64) � 44.64 = �31.8%.
Fig. 5(b) shows the convergence behavior of the ATC-40
Procedure A for System 5. Observe that the iterative procedure
converges to a deformation value much smaller than the ref
erence value. Thus, convergence is deceptive because it can
leave the erroneous impression that the calculated deformation
is accurate. In contrast, a rational iterative procedure should
lead to the ‘‘exact’’ result after a sufﬁcient number of itera
tions. In this case, the initial estimate D1 = 44.64 cm is the

deformation of the corresponding elastic system, which is also
equal to the deformation of the inelastic system because Tn is
in the velocity-sensitive region of the spectrum. However, the
ATC-40 procedure fails to recognize this coincidence and pro
ceeds with iterations when it should not and worsens the de
formation value in the process.
The procedure is next implemented for System 6 (Table 1).
The results are presented in Fig. 6 where it is shown that the
procedure fails to converge. In the ﬁrst iteration, the 33%
damped elastic demand diagram intersects the capacity dia
gram in its linear-elastic region [Fig. 6(a)]. In subsequent it
erations, the intersection point alternates between 13.72 and
89.28 cm [Fig. 6(b)]. To examine if the procedure would con
verge with a new starting point, the procedure was restarted
with Di = 28 cm at iteration number 6. However, the procedure
diverges very quickly as shown by iterations 6–11 [Fig. 6(b)],
ending in an alternating pattern. Detailed calculations for all
systems are available in Chopra and Goel (1999).
Procedure B
This procedure in the ATC-40 report is described herein as
a sequence of steps:
1. Plot the capacity diagram.

6. Plot the point with coordinates D(Teq, �ˆ eq) and A(Teq,
�ˆ eq).
7. Verify that the curve generated by connecting the point
plotted in Step 6 to previously determined, similar points
intersects the capacity diagram. If not, repeat Steps 3–7
with a new value of Di; otherwise go to Step 8.
8. The earthquake-induced deformation demand is given by
the D-value at the intersection point.

2. Estimate the peak deformation demand Di. Initially as
sume Di = D(Tn, � = 5%).
3. Compute ductility � = Di � uy.
4. Compute equivalent period Teq and damping ratio �ˆ eq
from (2) and (7), respectively.
5. Compute the peak deformation D(Teq, �ˆ eq) and peak pseu
doacceleration A(Teq, �ˆ eq) of an elastic SDF system with
vibration properties Teq and �ˆ eq.
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A-B provides the information to determine the deformation
demand in several systems with the same Tn values but dif
ferent yield strengths. Detailed calculations for all results in
Table 1 are available in Chopra and Goel (1999).
Procedure B always gives a unique estimate of the defor
mation, whereas the iterative Procedure A may not always con
verge as noted earlier. If it does converge, the two procedures
gave the same value of deformation (within round-off and in
terpolation errors) for the bilinear systems analyzed.

Examples
Procedure B is implemented for Systems 1–6 (Table 1). For
a number of assumed values of � (or D), pairs of values D(Teq,
�ˆ eq) and A(Teq, �ˆ eq) are generated. These pairs are plotted to
obtain the curve A-B in Fig. 7, wherein capacity diagrams for
three systems are shown together with the 5%-damped linear
elastic demand diagram; the latter need not be plotted. The
results from this procedure are summarized in Table 1 and
illustrated in Fig. 7 where the estimated deformations are
noted. These approximate values are compared in Table 1
against the values determined directly from the inelastic design
spectrum constructed by the procedure of Newmark and Hall
(1982) as described in Chopra (1995, Section 7.10). Relative
to these reference values, the discrepancy ranges from �5.2
to �58.6% for the systems considered. Observe that the curve

EVALUATION OF ATC-40 PROCEDURES
Speciﬁed Ground Motion
The ATC-40 Procedure B is implemented for a wide range
of system parameters and excitations in two versions: (1) � =
1, i.e., the equivalent viscous damping is given by (4) and (5)

EI Centro, Imperial Valley (1940)

Corralitos, Lorna Prieta (1989)
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Error in Deformations Computed by Approximate Procedure for Six Ground Motions

based on well-established principles; and (2) � is given by Fig.
3, a deﬁnition based primarily on judgment to account for
different types of hysteretic behavior.
The yield strength of each elastoplastic system analyzed was
chosen corresponding to an allowable ductility �
fy = (Ay /g)w

(8)

where w = weight of the system; and Ay = pseudoacceleration
corresponding to the allowable ductility and the vibration
properties—
natural period Tn and damping ratio �—
of the
system in its linear range of vibration. Recall that the ductility
demand [computed by nonlinear response history analysis
(RHA)] imposed by the selected ground motion on systems
deﬁned in this manner will exactly equal the allowable duc
tility (Chopra 1995, Section 19.1.1).
The peak deformation due to a selected ground motion de
termined by the ATC-40 method Dapprox is compared in Fig. 8
against the exact value Dexact determined by RHA of the in
elastic system, and the percentage error in the approximate
result is plotted in Fig. 9. These ﬁgures permit several obser
vations. The approximate procedure is not especially accurate.
It underestimates signiﬁcantly the deformation for wide ranges
of Tn values with errors approaching 50%, implying that the
estimated deformation is only about half of the value deter
mined by nonlinear RHA. While inclusion of the damping
modiﬁcation factor � increases the estimated displacement, the
accuracy of the approximate results improves only marginally
for the smaller value of �. Therefore, the � factor is not at
tractive, particularly because it is based primarily on judgment.
Shown in Fig. 10 are the errors in the ATC-40 method, with
the � factor included, for six different ground motions: (1) El
Centro, S00E, 1940 Imperial Valley; (2) Corralitos, Chan-1,
90�, 1989 Loma Prieta; (3) Sylmar County Hospital parking
lot, Chan-3, 360�, 1994 Northridge; (4) Pacoima Dam, N76W,
1971 San Fernando; (5) Lucerne Valley, S80W, 1992 Landers;
and (6) SCT, S00E, 1985 Mexico City. Observe that, contrary
to intuition, the error does not decrease consistently for smaller
ductility. Whereas the magnitude of the error and its variation
with Tn depends on the excitation, the earlier observation that
the error in the approximate method is signiﬁcant is supported
by results for several ground motions.

elastic design spectrum of Fig. 4. The yield strength was de
ﬁned by (8) with Ay determined from the inelastic design spec
trum corresponding to the selected ductility factor. The result
ing approximate values of deformations will be compared in
this section with those determined directly from the design
spectrum, as described next.
Given the properties Tn, �, fy, and � of the bilinear hysteretic
system and the elastic design spectrum, the earthquake-in-
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FIG. 11. Deformation of Inelastic Systems (� � 4) Determined
from Inelastic Design Spectra using Three Ry � � � Tn Equa
tions: Newmark-Hall (NH), Krawinkler-Nassar (KN), and Vidic
Fajfar-Fischinger (VFF)

FIG. 12. Comparison of Deformations Computed by ATC-40
Procedure with Those from Three Different Inelastic Design
Spectra (� � 4); (a) Newmark and Hall (NH) (1982); (b) Krawink
ler and Nassar (KN) (1992); (c) Vidic et al. (VFF) (1994)
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duced deformation of the system can be determined directly
from the design spectrum. The peak deformation D of this
system is given by
D = �uy

(9)

with the yield deformation deﬁned by
uy =

� �
Tn
2�

2

Ay

fo =

��

(12)

1
D=�
Ry

n' S

u

(11)

A
g

w

is the minimum yield strength required for the structure to
remain elastic; and A = pseudoacceleration ordinate of the
elastic design spectrum at (Tn, �). Putting (9), (10), and (12)
together gives

.-~s

-1 (W05 0.1 0.2

fo A
=
fy Ay

where

/

\.

Ry =

(10)

� �
Tn
2�

2

A

(13)

Eq. (13) provides a convenient way to determine the defor
mation of the inelastic system from the design spectrum. All
that remains to be done is to determine � for a given Ry; the
latter is known from (11) for a structure with known fy.
Presented in Fig. 11 are the deformations determined by
(13) using three different Ry � � � Tn equations: Newmark
and Hall (1982), Krawinkler and Nassar (1992) for elasto
plastic systems, and Vidic et al. (1994) for bilinear systems.
The equations describing these relationships are summarized
in Chopra and Goel (1999). Observe that the three recommen
dations lead to similar results except for Tn < 0.3 s, indicating
that the inelastic design spectrum is a reliable approach to
estimate the earthquake-induced deformation of yielding sys
tems.
The deformation estimates by the ATC-40 method are com
pared in Fig. 12 with those from inelastic design spectra pre
sented in Fig. 11. Relative to these reference values, the per
centage discrepancy in the approximate result is plotted in Fig.
13. The results of Figs. 12 and 13 permit the following ob
servations. The approximate procedure leads to signiﬁcant dis
crepancy, except for very long periods (Tn > Tf in Fig. 4). The
magnitude of this discrepancy depends on the design ductility
and the period region. In the acceleration-sensitive (Tn < Tc)
and displacement-sensitive (Td < Tn < Tf) regions (Fig. 4), the
approximate procedure signiﬁcantly underestimates the defor
mation; the discrepancy increases with increasing �. In the
velocity-sensitive (Tc < Tn < Td) region, the ATC-40 procedure
signiﬁcantly underestimates the deformation for � = 2 and 4,
but overestimates it for � = 8 and is coincidentally accurate
for � = 6.
In passing, note that the ATC-40 procedure is deﬁcient rel
ative to even the elastic design spectrum in the velocity-sen
sitive and displacement-sensitive regions (Tn > Tc). For Tn in
these regions, the peak deformation of an inelastic system is
the same as that of the corresponding linear system, which is
the well-known equal displacement rule (Veletsos and Newmark 1960; Chopra 1995, p. 272). The peak deformation of a
linear system can therefore be estimated from the elastic de
sign spectrum. However, the ATC-40 procedure requires anal
yses of several equivalent linear systems and still produces
worse results.
CONCLUSIONS
This investigation of capacity-demand-diagram methods to
estimate the earthquake-induced deformation of inelastic SDF
systems has led to the following conclusions:
• Based on the belief that the deformation of an inelastic
system can be estimated by an iterative method requiring
analysis of a sequence of equivalent linear systems, the

•
•

•

•

•

ATC-40 Procedure A did not converge for some of the
systems analyzed. It converged in many cases but not to
the exact deformation determined by nonlinear RHA of
the inelastic system, nor to the value determined from the
inelastic design spectrum. Thus, convergence of this it
erative procedure is deceptive because it can leave erro
neous impression that the calculated deformation is ac
curate. This approximate procedure therefore does not
meet the basic requirement of a rational iterative proce
dure: it should always converge to the exact result after
sufﬁcient number of iterations.
The ATC-40 Procedure B always gives a unique value of
deformation, same as determined by Procedure A if it con
verged.
The peak deformation of inelastic systems, determined by
ATC-40 procedures, when compared against results of
nonlinear RHA for several ground motions, were shown
to be inaccurate. The approximate procedure underesti
mates signiﬁcantly the deformation for a wide range of
Tn values with errors approaching 50%, implying that the
estimated deformation is only about half of the exact
value.
The damping modiﬁcation factor � in ATC-40 procedures
improves the deformation estimate only marginally.
Therefore, the � factor is not attractive, particularly be
cause it is based primarily on judgment.
The ATC-40 procedures were implemented for a wide
range of Tn and � values with the excitation characterized
by an elastic design spectrum. The resulting estimate of
deformation for the inelastic system was compared with
the deformation determined from the inelastic design
spectrum using three different Ry � � � Tn equations
(Newmark and Hall 1982; Krawinkler and Nassar 1992;
Vidic et al. 1994), all of which provided similar results.
Relative to these references values, the approximate pro
cedure signiﬁcantly underestimates the deformation for a
wide range of Tn and � values.
The ATC-40 procedures are deﬁcient relative to even the
elastic design spectrum in estimating the peak deforma
tion of an inelastic system with Tn in the velocity-sensitive
or displacement-sensitive regions of the spectrum.
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